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Experimental study of the mixing transition in a gaseous axisymmetric jet
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Instantaneous, quantitative, planar images of molecularly mixed-jet fluid fraction were obtained for
the purpose of studying the mixing transition in a gaseous axisymmetric jet from ReD

516 200– 29 200. By using a simultaneous nitric oxide and acetone planar laser-induced
fluorescence technique, the mixing transition was detected from sudden changes in the molecularly
mixed-jet fluid volume fraction, the growth rate of the shear layer, the preferred mixed-jet fluid
fraction, and the character of axial/radial probability density functions. The mixing transition for all
Reynolds numbers in this regime was found to begin after the first vortex pairing nearRx/l56 and
was completed by the second vortex pairing nearRx/l512, whereR5(12r )/(11r ), r is the low-
to high-speed freestream velocity ratio, andl is the natural instability wavelength. The statistical
quantities at all Reynolds numbers were found to collapse when scaled withRx/l, with the
exception of the mixing layer width. The latter collapsed for all Reynolds numbers when scaled by
Rx/l prior to the mixing transition, and byx/D beyond the mixing transition, as expected for
turbulent jets for whichr'0. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1405441#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Two-dimensional planar and axisymmetric mixing laye
are fundamental flowfields that have been used extensi
for the study of turbulent scalar transport and mixing. T
mixing transition is perhaps the most dominant aspect
near-field mixing layer dynamics, and is associated with
breakdown of the diffusion layers within the large-sca
Kelvin–Helmholtz rollers into small-scale eddies. Su
small-scale motions increase the local interfacial area
tween the pure fluid streams, and result in a sudden
dramatic increase in mixing.1 Understanding the dynamics o
entrainment and mixing in the near-field region of such m
ing layers is important for many chemical processing a
combustion applications for which the asymptotic, se
similar state in the far-field region is not typically attained

The goal of this investigation is to study the location a
nature of the mixing transition in the near field of an initial
laminar gaseous jet, as well as to characterize the comp
tion of the shear layer prior to, during, and beyond the tr
sition. This is accomplished using a recently developed co
bined passive-scalar and cold-chemistry planar laser-indu
fluorescence~PLIF! technique for instantaneous, planar im
aging of molecularly mixed fluid quantities. Kinget al.2,3

first applied this technique in the near field of gaseous
for a variety of Reynolds numbers between RD

51000– 100 000. The jet at ReD510 000 did not undergo a
mixing transition, while their next measurement at RD

530 000 was already beyond the early stages of transit
The current investigation will focus on Reynolds numbe
from ReD516 200– 29 200, since it is within this range th
King et al.2,3 reported a marked change in the mixed-jet flu
fraction statistics, and is the range most conducive to stu
3411070-6631/2001/13(11)/3411/14/$18.00
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ing the mixing transition. Quantitative imaging of gaseo
shear layer molecular mixing~instantaneous or time
averaged! has not, to our knowledge, been performed in t
regime.

II. BACKGROUND

Early flow visualization work has shown that mixing i
the near field~close to the splitter plate or nozzle lip! is
dominated by large-scale Kelvin–Helmholtz roller structur
that entrain pure fluid from either stream across the en
width of the mixing layer.4,5 Subsequent hot-wire exper
ments in plane mixing layers have shown that small-sc
eddies begin to appear only after these vortex structu
merge and interact with streamwise vortices.6,7 A direct nu-
merical simulation of the mixing transition in a time
developing plane mixing layer further indicated that t
streamwise vortices in the braid regions of adjacent Kelvi
Helmholtz rollers are engulfed as the rollers pair.8 The inter-
action of the high-vorticity regions within these roller stru
tures also contributes to the breakdown to small-scale edd
At lower Reynolds numbers, for which streamwise vortic
in the braid regions are not supported, vortex core fluct
tions and oblique instability modes have been suggeste
alternative mechanisms for small-scale transition during
vortex pairing.9 The common element in these studies is th
the breakdown to small-scale turbulence requires the inte
tion of three-dimensional instabilities with the pairing
Kelvin–Helmholtz roller structures.

This analysis can also be applied to high-Reynolds nu
ber axisymmetric mixing layers, which are thin compared
the nozzle diameter and can support Kelvin–Helmholtz ro
ers, streamwise vortices, oblique modes, as well as azimu
1 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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3412 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 13, No. 11, November 2001 Meyer, Dutton, and Lucht
instabilities.10,11The azimuthal mode has been cited as a p
sible cause for increased mixing exhibited by axisymme
shear layers,12 and will be of further interest in the discussio
of the current experimental results. Indeed, recent studie
high-Reynolds numbers (ReD>30 000) have confirmed tha
the appearance of small-scale turbulence in gaseous
takes place quite early in the developing shear layer and p
to the end of the jet potential core.13,14 The importance of
three-dimensional instabilities in the small-scale transition
gaseous jets is further supported by experiments at low
Reynolds numbers (ReD<10 000) that failed to produce
detectable mixing transition.13,15

The occurrence of vortex pairing in conjunction with th
creation of small-scale eddies suggests that for Reyn
numbers above a certain threshold value~ReD.10 000 for
axisymmetric jets!, the mixing transition can be predicte
from the initial two-dimensional instability wavelength
Huang and Ho7 suggested that an appropriate length scale
the merging of coherent structures, and thus the locatio
the mixing transition, should account for the initial instabili
wavelength,l, as well as the velocity ratio,r. In this case,r
is defined as the velocity ratio of the low- to high-speed flu
streams. They further used the parameterR5(12r )/(1
1r ), which accounts for the ratio between the rates of
formation ~velocity difference! and advection~average ve-
locity!. Scaling the axial coordinate asRx/l, Huang and Ho7

found that the first vortex merging under a variety of con
tions in a gaseous planar shear layer occurs atRx/l'4, and
that the second merging occurs atRx/l'8. They also found
that random fine eddies, perhaps indicative of a small-s
transition, are first detected in the core regions of vorti
during the first pairing event nearRx/l'4. Ho and Huerre16

plotted the roll-off exponent of the velocity spectra from
number of investigations and found that it reached
asymptotic turbulent value of25/3 byRx/l'8, or about the
second pairing. In a more direct measure of scalar mix
Breidenthal17 found that the amount of product in a reactin
shear layer increases dramatically fromRx/l'8 – 12, indi-
cating that the scalar field may develop more slowly than
velocity field. It should be kept in mind, therefore, that t
mixing transitionis not necessarily synonymous with what
typically referred to as theturbulent transition, though both
involve a cascade from large to small scales.

There is also growing evidence that the composition
the scalar field beyond the mixing transition undergoe
slow evolution in the radial distribution of the statistical
preferred mixture fraction.13,18–20Karasso and Mungal18 re-
viewed a number of previous studies of the scalar field
planar liquid and gaseous shear layers and found that
character of the mixed fluid probability density functio
~PDFs! plotted across the shear layer typically undergoe
change from stationary to marching/tilted atRx/l'22. This
is well beyond the mixing transition and well beyond t
hydrodynamic fully developed condition expected atRx/l
'16.

King et al.13 found that a similar evolution occurs in th
scalar-field statistics of gaseous axisymmetric jets. They
not study the mixing transition, but they concluded that
evolution from stationary to marching/tilted PDFs occurs
Downloaded 04 Jan 2009 to 129.186.209.69. Redistribution subject to AI
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Rx/l'12– 14, which is much earlier than the value
Rx/l'22 from the planar shear layers described above. T
suggests that the dynamics of axisymmetric and planar s
layers are somewhat different, and that the pairing param
alone cannot predict universal characteristics of the mix
field. Thus, it will be of interest in this investigation to de
termine if the pairing parameter can be used to predict
mixing transition for jets with different Reynolds numbe
within the same axisymmetric flow regime studied by Kin
et al.,13 as well as to consider possible differences betwe
planar and axisymmetric shear layer mixing.

III. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

A number of techniques have been used to study
scalar field in axisymmetric and planar shear layers. Th
typically fall into two categories, which can be referred to
passive scalar and chemically reactive. In the passive-sc
technique, a tracer molecule is seeded into one of the fl
streams, and the fluid concentration in the mixing layer c
be determined by the drop in signal relative to the sig
from the seeded freestream. It is well known that passi
scalar techniques over-predict the extent of molecular m
ing, however, since the fluid from a probe volume of a s
that exceeds the smallest diffusion length scales may no
mixed at the molecular level.13,18

Chemically reactive techniques have the advantage
the measured signal is sensitive to the state of molec
mixing. This provides a resolution-independent measure
the probe-volume averaged molecularly mixed fluid fractio
Note that both passive-scalar and chemically reactive te
niques are probe-volume averaged, but unlike chemically
active techniques, passive-scalar techniques cannot di
guish between mixed and unmixed fluid within the pro
volume. In the case of PLIF of acid-base reactions, for
ample, the measured chemical product is used to indicate
amount of molecularly mixed fluid in the prob
volume.17,18,21 Unfortunately, this technique is only appl
cable in liquid flows. Cold-wire thermometry of low-hea
release reactions is based on a similar premise, but
amount of molecularly mixed fluid in this case is propo
tional to the measured temperature.22,23 This method relies
on physical point probes, however, and has considerable
advantages in spatial and temporal resolution when c
pared with laser imaging techniques. Planar laser Mie s
tering has been used in supersonic gaseous flows, for w
the extent of molecular mixing is marked by the amount
seeded low-speed fluid that has condensed due to co
with the colder high-speed stream.12 This method is only
qualitative, however, in that the measured signal is affec
by the locally varying thermodynamic state of the mixin
layer. In the case of cold-chemistry nitric oxide~NO! PLIF,
the imaged fluorescence signal indicates the amount of
lecularly unmixedfluid because NO fluorescence is almo
entirely quenched when it is molecularly mixed with oxyg
from the co-flowing stream.12 Thus, ‘‘flip’’ experiments are
required to obtain thetime-averagedprobability of molecu-
larly mixed fluid. The obvious disadvantage of this techniq
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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3413Phys. Fluids, Vol. 13, No. 11, November 2001 Experimental study of the mixing transition
is that it is incapable of measuring the instantaneous mole
larly mixed fluid structure.

The dual-tracer PLIF technique used in the current
vestigation uses simultaneous passive-scalar and c
chemistry tracers to mark the total and unmixed jet fluid. T
difference of these two quantities provides the amount
molecularly mixed jet fluid on an instantaneous, planar ba
This technique has been described extensively in prev
investigations,2,13 and is summarized below.

The jet fluid isN2 seeded with NO, and the co-flow is a
seeded with acetone. As shown in Fig. 1, the technique
quires coincident laser sheets at 226 and 266 nm for NO
acetone PLIF, respectively. These sheets are formed by
spherical (S1) and cylindrical lenses~C1 andC2! to a thick-
ness of about 250mm. Simultaneous images of NO and a
etone PLIF are acquired using two 5123512 unintensified
CCD cameras on opposite sides of the jet with imaged flo
field areas of 51mm351mm per pixel. Once acquired, th
acetone images are remapped to the same scale and or
tion as the NO images. After background subtraction a
corrections for laser sheet intensity variations, the NO a
acetone PLIF signals from the mixing layer are normaliz
by reference signals from the pure jet and co-flow regio
respectively. The typical signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! is 40:1
for both the NO and acetone PLIF.

As indicated by Eqs.~1! and ~2! below, the NO PLIF
signal,Sf ,NO, is used to obtain the fraction of pure jet flui
f pjet, while the acetone PLIF signal,Sf ,ac, is used to obtain
the fraction of total co-flow fluid,f tcf . The fraction of mo-
lecularly mixed jet fluid,f mjet, can be obtained from Eq.~3!
as the difference between the fractions of total jet and p
jet fluids. A mixing efficiency,hmjet, is also defined by Eq
~4! as the ratio of mixed jet to total jet fluid. Since Eq.~1! is
only valid assuming an infinite quenching rate of NO PL
in the presence of oxygen and acetone, however, a corre
for finite quenching using a two-level model is incorporat
into the image processing procedure.13,15 We emphasize tha
these quantities are obtained on a pixel-by-pixel basis in e
instantaneous image.

f pjet5
Sf ,NO~mixing layer!

Sf ,NO~pure jet!
, ~1!

FIG. 1. Dual-tracer PLIF lasers and optics.M1 –M4:355 nm mirrors.
M5:226 nm mirror. M6 – 10:266 nm mirrors.S1: f 51 m spherical lens.
S2: f 5250 mm spherical lens.S3: f 5100 mm spherical lens.C1: f 5
219 mm cylindrical lens.C2: f 5150 mm cylindrical lens. DB: dichroic
beamsplitter.
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f tcf5
Sf ,ac~mixing layer!

Sf ,ac~pure co-flow!
512 f tjet , ~2!

f mjet5 f tjet2 f pjet512 f tcf2 f pjet, ~3!

hmjet5
f mjet

f tjet
5

12 f tcf2 f pjet

12 f tcf
. ~4!

The definition of mixed jet fluid volume fraction is
shown in Eq.~5!, and the probability density function off mjet

is normalized to unity as shown in Eq.~6!:

Vmj

V
5

2* r i

r o^ f mjet&rdr

~r o
22r i

2!
, ~5!

E
0

1

P~ f mjet,j!d fmjet51 , ~6!

wherer i and r o are the inner and outer radii of the mixin
layer, respectively,̂ f mjet& is the ensemble-averaged mixe
jet fluid fraction, andj is r /D or x/D for radial or axial
PDFs, respectively. Scalar dissipation, as defined in Eq.~7!,
is used in this investigation to detect high concentration g
dients:

Scalar Dissipation5¹C•¹C, ~7!

where¹C for this case is the two-dimensional gradient
the concentration of total jet fluid calculated from secon
order central differencing. The scalar dissipation beyond
mixing transition is only qualitative, however, due to th
increased subresolution stirring and three-dimensionality
this regime.

The jet-in-co-flow facility is shown in Fig. 2. The je
fluid (N2) is seeded at 300 ppm with NO and is fed into
21.5 mm diameter vertical tube which tapers to a 5 mm
nozzle-exit diameter. Co-flow air from a compressed air ta
farm is seeded with acetone at 4.6% by mass and is pa

FIG. 2. Schematic of the jet-in-co-flow facility.
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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3414 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 13, No. 11, November 2001 Meyer, Dutton, and Lucht
through five honeycomb rings and two mesh screens be
exiting through a 16 cm diameter opening. Tylan mass fl
controllers with6 0.2% full-scale repeatability and6 1%
full-scale accuracy were used to measure the average jet
and co-flow fluid velocities; spatial velocity profiles and tu
bulence statistics were obtained using hot-film anemome

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Flow conditions

As shown in Table I, the flow conditions studied in th
current investigation correspond to jet Reynolds number
ReD516 200, 22 700, and 29 200. The axial extent of
PLIF images ranged fromx/D51 – 5.25, corresponding to
Reynolds numbers of Red53100– 48 700 based on the loc
6 5% mixing-layer width. The smallest diffusion lengt
scale, estimated from the results of Buch and Dahm24

ranged from 21 to 64mm. This is of the same order as th
pixel resolution of 51mm, but is significantly smaller than
the laser-sheet width of about 250mm.

Calculation of the pairing parameter,Rx/l, required
measurements of the fundamental axisymmetric instab
mode, f 0 , from hot-film velocity spectra within the shea
layer. Appropriate care was taken to differentiatef 0 from the
first helical mode, f 1 , and several identifiable
sub-harmonics.25 As expected, the fundamental axisymme
ric and helical modes differed in frequency by 17%–20
Values of f 0 measured in this manner exhibited a strong l
ear dependence onUave

3/2 as expected for shear layers with lo
velocity ratios and with laminar initial conditions. The initia
instability wavelength was then be found froml
5Uave/2 f 0 , which represents the initial vortex spacing
the fundamental axisymmetric mode. The resulting value
Rx/l, shown in Table I, range from 2.1 to 22. Since t
value of R5(12r )/(11r ) is nearly unity for all jet Rey-
nolds numbers in the current study, onlyx/l is varied here.

TABLE I. Flow conditions.

ReD 16 200 22 700 29 200

U1 ~m/s! 47.4 66.5 85.5
r 5U2 /U1

a 0.0057 0.0041 0.0032
Red5
DUd5% /n

3100–30 700 4500–42 600 7700–48 70

LD ~mm!b 34–64 26–50 21–41
f 0 ~Hz!c 14 000 23 700 37 000
l ~mm!d 1.70 1.40 1.15
Rx/le 2.1–15 2.6–19 3.2–22
u i ~mm!f 0.0414 0.0349 0.0313
Stu

g 0.0122 0.0124 0.0135
ui8/U1 ~%!h 0.22 0.40 0.56

aU1 ,U25 jet and co-flow fluid velocities, respectively.
bLD5diffusion length scale511.2d Red

23/4 Sc21/2 ~Ref. 24!.
cf 05fundamental axisymmetric instability frequency.
dl5natural instability wavelength5Uave/2 f 0 .
eR5(12r )/(11r ).
fu i5measured initial shear layer momentum thickness.
gStu5Strouhal number5 f 0u i /U1 .
hui8/U15 initial turbulence intensity.
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Nonetheless, the notationRx/l is used as a reminder tha
comparisons with other investigations should account
nonunity values ofR.

The initial shear layer momentum thickness,u i , was ob-
tained by extrapolating hot-film measurements near
nozzle lip (0.07,x/D,0.23) to the nozzle exit plane. Th
momentum thickness grew linearly with axial distance in t
region, and the extrapolated values ofu i shown in Table I
exhibit the expected linear dependence on ReD

21/2. The maxi-
mum initial-momentum-thickness to jet-diameter ratio
about 1:125. The shape factors at the nozzle exit plane~not
listed in Table I! were also measured using hot-film anemo
etry, and differed from the Blasius profile by about 5% for
three ReD . Excellent agreement was obtained between m
sured and hyperbolic-tangent cross-stream velocity profil

The Strouhal number, Stu , is found from f 0u i /U1 . Ac-
cording to linear stability theory, the most amplified axisym
metric mode, given an initially laminar shear layer a
hyperbolic-tangent mean velocity profile, is Stu50.017.26,27

Previous measurements in gaseous jets have found a ran
Stu from 0.009 to 0.018.28 In the current study, Stu

50.0122, 0.0124, and 0.0135 for ReD516 200, 22 700, and
29 200, respectively. This is the range found by Husain a
Hussain to represent the natural instability frequency,29 or the
frequency that is most receptive to feedback from dow
stream pairing events. Thus, the value ofl5Uave/2 f 0 in the
current investigation may differ from other investigatio
that assume a value of Stu50.017.

In addition to average velocity data and velocity spect
measurements of the peak turbulence intensity,u8/U1 , were
made at various axial locations. As listed in Table I, t
turbulence intensity at the exit plane is 0.22%, 0.40%, a
0.56% for ReD516 200, 22 700, and 29 200, respective
The values of peaku8/U1 increase very slowly in the lami
nar nozzle-exit region for all three Reynolds numbers, th
undergo a sudden increase at aboutRx/l52.5 ~near the lo-
cation vortex roll-up!. The values of peaku8/U1 have
maxima nearRx/l59 and, in agreement with results from
previous investigations,16 reach an asymptotic state betwe
Rx/l510– 12. As will be shown later in the discussion
mixed-fluid probability density functions, the range
Rx/l510– 12 corresponds to the final stages of the mix
transition.

B. Instantaneous images

Typical instantaneous images of the mixed-jet fluid fra
tion, f mjet, are shown in Fig. 3 for ReD516 200 and ReD
522 700. It is immediately apparent from these images t
the Kelvin–Helmholtz rollers and large-scale structures f
ther downstream are asymmetric for both Reynolds numb
and that the instantaneous near- and far-field structure
significantly from shot-to-shot. Thus, a transition to smal
scales is quite evident in all the images, but it is difficult
define its precise location. Foregoing an exact definition
the moment, a number of qualitative trends can be identi
to help characterize the location and nature of the transit
~1! The size and spacing of the vortices decrease as Reyn
number increases;~2! the transition to smaller scales occu
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. Instantaneous images o
mixed jet fluid fraction, f mjet , at ~a!
ReD516 200 and~b! ReD522 700.
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further upstream as Reynolds number increases; and~3! vor-
tex pre-pairing events can be seen in nearly all the ima
prior to the small-scale transition. This supports the use o
axial scaling based on the pairing parameter,Rx/l, which
accounts for the initial instability wavelength of the she
layer. As mentioned previously, Huang and Ho7 found that
the first vortex pairing event in a planar shear layer typica
takes place atRx/l54. Based on the velocity ratios an
initial instability wavelengths shown in Table I,Rx/l54
corresponds tox/D51.36, 1.12, and 0.92 for ReD516 200,
22 700, and 29 200, respectively. These locations for vo
pairing are clearly not supported by the images in Fig
(ReD529 200 not shown!, for which the initial vortex roll-up
does not occur untilx/D.1. In fact, the average location o
the first vortex pairing from the full set of instantaneo
images was found to take place much further downstream
about x/D52.00, 1.63, and 1.25 for ReD516 200, 22 700,
and 29 200, respectively. It is unlikely that such a large d
crepancy~;30%–50%! in the expected location of pairin
between this work and that of Huang and Ho7 could be due
entirely to errors in measuring the velocity ratio and init
instability wavelength. The initial instability wavelength an
average location of pairing measured at ReD529 200 in the
current investigation, for example, are in agreement with
measurements of Kinget al.13 at ReD530 000 (l/D
'0.17, x/D'1.2). It is highly likely, therefore, that the cur
rent data at ReD529 200 and that of Kinget al.13 at ReD
530 000 were, in fact, obtained at the same~though possibly
both incorrectly measured! jet exit velocity conditions. Fur-
thermore, Kinget al.13 measured the same jet exit velocity
that measured in the current investigation~to within 3%!
while using a completely different technique~from the pres-
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sure drop rather than the mass flow rate!, implying that jet
exit velocity and velocity ratio were measured correctly a
consistently in both investigations.

Although it is difficult to make universal conclusion
about the location of vortex pairing for all shear layers, it
significant that vortex pairing in the current investigatio
was found to occur fairly consistently at averageRx/l val-
ues of 5.8, 5.8, and 5.4 for ReD516 200, 22 700, and 29 200
respectively. These values are at larger multiples of the in
instability wavelength when compared with the planar sh
layer of Huang and Ho.7 In addition to different initial con-
ditions, this discrepancy may result from the finite mome
tum thickness to jet diameter ratio (u/D50.2– 0.3) near the
location of the first vortex pairing for the current investig
tion.

The increase in the development time for pre-pairi
vortices in this regime may increase the distortion of vor
rollers prior to pairing, enhance the peak negative vorticity
the core regions, and lead to a higher likelihood of sma
scale transition after only the first pairing. Moser a
Rogers8 report, for example, that the peak negative spanw
vorticity for pre-pairing vortices in the transitional regim
can be over six times the initial peak negative vorticity d
to the distortion of vortex rollers. The agreement of theRx/l
values for the first pairing at the different Reynolds numb
examined here further indicates that a common nondim
sional location of the mixing transition may exist for the
conditions. This can be confirmed by studying the mixed
fluid statistics, but the current discussion is focused on
instantaneous composition in the evolution of the shear la
as this will help in the physical interpretation of those stat
tics.
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. Instantaneous images of two
dimensional scalar dissipation,¹C
•¹C, for ~a! ReD516 200, ~b! ReD

522 700, and~c! ReD529 200.
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Instantaneous images of scalar dissipation, which hi
light the diffusion layers between structures of varying co
position, are shown in Fig. 4 for ReD516 200, 22 700, and
29 200. Early in the development of the shear layer, h
values of scalar dissipation are seen on both the jet and
flow boundaries for all three Reynolds numbers. There is
intermediate axial range in which the organized structu
become more convoluted, with complex interior diffusio
layers@e.g., Fig. 4~a!, x/D'3#. The direct numerical simu
lations ~DNS! results of Moser and Rogers8 show that these
may represent the remnants of high vorticity regions in
Kelvin–Helmholtz roller structures, along with rib vortice
that were present in the braid region. These authors
found that thin sheets of spanwise vorticity within the
structures undergo subsequent roll-ups that enhance the
cade to smaller scales. On the co-flow side of the convolu
layers, shown in Fig. 4, secondary structures with lower d
sipation contour outlines begin to appear@e.g., Fig. 4~c!,
x/D'3#. These secondary structure grow in prominence
ther downstream, but are almost entirely confined to the
flow boundary region of the shear layer. Figure 4 also in
cates that large-scale~primary! structures persist alon
almost the entire axial length of the jet boundary region
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ReD522 700 and 29 200@Figs. 4~b! and 4~c!#. The apparent
braid regions between these structures provide a mecha
for continued jet fluid entrainment into the shear layer. T
high scalar-dissipation contour outlines around the entire
riphery of these structures indicate that their interior com
sition may be fairly homogeneous.

While the plots of scalar dissipation in Fig. 4 can sho
the outlines of large- to mid-sized eddies, the current im
ing resolution is incapable of resolving the smallest diffusi
length scales~LD in Table I!. It is useful, therefore, to study
the appearance of subresolution stirring of pure jet fluid fr
instantaneous maps of jet fluid mixing efficiency,hmjet,
which gives the ratio of molecularly mixed jet fluid to tota
jet fluid in a probe volume@see Eq.~4!#. Thus, regions of
hmjet50 are composed entirely of pure jet or co-flow flui
and regions ofhmjet51 contain no pure jet fluid. Regions i
which 0,hmjet,1, on the other hand, indicate the presen
of pure jet fluid parcels stirred on a subresolution scale w
co-flow fluid or molecularly mixed jet fluid.

Maps of hmjet for ReD516 200, 22 700, and 29 200 ar
shown in Fig. 5, and indicate that the mixing layers at
three Reynolds numbers are primarily in the pure (hmjet
t
FIG. 5. Instantaneous images of je
fluid mixing efficiency,hmjet , for ~a!
ReD516 200,~b! ReD522 700, and~c!
ReD529 200.
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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3417Phys. Fluids, Vol. 13, No. 11, November 2001 Experimental study of the mixing transition
50) or molecularly mixed (hmjet51) states. There are in
creased occurrences of partially mixed regions (0,hmjet

,1), however, at downstream locations on the jet side of
shear layer at all three Reynolds numbers. In addition,
trainment of pure jet fluid takes place in the braid regions
the primary structures identified in Fig. 4, and appear in F
5 as intrusions of subresolution-stirred fluid@see Fig. 5~b!,
x/D'3#. Note that these intrusions do not reach across
full width of the shear layer.

The fact that subresolution stirring of pure jet fluid
seen primarily on the jet interface does not preclude the
istence of fine mixing scales in the middle and outer regi
of the mixing layer since, by definition, maps ofhmjet can
only indicate regions of pure jet fluid subresolution stirrin
In the central region of the mixing layer, for example,
measurement volume may contain a fluid parcel with 8
mixed jet fluid that is being stirred with another fluid parc
at 20% mixed jet fluid, resulting inhmjet51. In addition,
subresolution stirring may be present between molecul
mixed jet fluid and pure co-flow fluid on the outer edge
the mixing layer. Thus, the detection of pure jet fluid parc
on the jet interface of the mixing layer that are smaller th
the limiting resolution of the imaging system~;250 mm!
serves only as a positive indication that small mixing sca
are present.

Of final interest from the instantaneous images is
mixed-jet fluid fraction itself, which was shown previous
in Fig. 3, but is more easily studied on a quantitative ba
using line plots. Figures 6 and 7 show radial line plots
mixed-jet fluid fraction for ReD516 200 and 29 200, respec
tively, at various stages of mixing layer evolution. Als
shown are the corresponding line plots of jet fluid mixi
efficiency and theRx/l scaling of the axial coordinate@see
right axes of Figs. 6~a! and 7~a!#. The mixed-jet fluid fraction
in the near-exit vortex rollers of RowA remains nearf mjet

'0.8, with the exception of co-flow entrainment regions,
which the mixed-jet fluid fraction is expectedly low. The
high values off mjet are maintained, even in the intermedia
regime of RowB. As the shear layer develops, however, t
mixed-jet fluid fraction begins to drop, and there appears
be a multilevel structure to the shear layer in RowsC andD,
with a value of f mjet'0.6 near the jet core, a value off mjet

'0.4 in the center of the shear layer, and a value off mjet

'0.2 on the outermost edges. As is consistent with the e
tence of homogeneous large-scale structures,f mjet remains
fairly constant within each of these levels. While a variety
other profiles can be observed in the ensembles of insta
neous images, such as ramped values off mjet, the typical
structure of f mjet profiles has two or three fairly constan
levels at these downstream locations. Remarkably sim
multilevel mixing layer structures have also been found
Clemens and Mungal20 to exist in compressible planar she
layers.

C. Ensemble-averaged statistics

It seems clear from the instantaneous images tha
small-scaletransition occurs in the axisymmetric jet ne
field ~prior to the end of the potential core! in the Reynolds
Downloaded 04 Jan 2009 to 129.186.209.69. Redistribution subject to AI
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number range of ReD516 200– 29 200. This will be referred
to hereafter as themixing transition due to its dramatic im
pact on the composition of the shear layer, and on the na
of the entrainment and mixing processes. This section is

FIG. 6. ~a! Instantaneous image of mixed jet fluid fraction,f mjet , at ReD
516 200 and~b! line plots of f mjet ~ ! and mixing efficiency,hmjet

~• • • •!.
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3418 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 13, No. 11, November 2001 Meyer, Dutton, and Lucht
cused on defining the location of the mixing transition mo
precisely, and on determining how the instantaneous sh
layer structure discussed in the previous section affects
mixed-jet fluid fraction statistics.

FIG. 7. ~a! Instantaneous image of mixed jet fluid fraction,f mjet , at ReD
529 200 and~b! line plots of f mjet ~ ! and mixing efficiency,hmjet

~• • • •!.
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The ensemble-averaged mixed-jet fluid fraction,^ f mjet&,
for ReD516 200, 22 700, and 29 200 was calculated from
75, and 50 instantaneous images, respectively, in orde
determine the effects of the mixing transition on the stati
cal composition of the shear layer. Three cross-section
^ f mjet& are shown in Fig. 8 for ReD516 200 and 29 200. The
symmetry about the jet centerline is excellent, and indica
that the number of images used in the ensemble is adeq
for statistical analysis. Symmetry also allows the use of b
sides of the shear layer for the calculation of all subsequ
statistical quantities. The axial locations of the cross-secti
of ^ f mjet& in Fig. 8 represent various stages of mixing lay
evolution, and will be referred to frequently in the followin
discussion. These locations correspond to regions near
initial vortex roll-up (Rx/l'3), first vortex pairing (Rx/l
'6), and second vortex pairing (Rx/l'12). Note that the
shear layer widths for ReD516 200 and 29 200 are similar a
Rx/l53 and 6, but the shear layer width atRx/l512 is
narrower for the higher Reynolds number.

The mixed jet fluid volume fraction,Vm j /V, accounts
for radial weighting effects of̂ f mjet& in axisymmetric shear
layers@see Eq.~5!#, and can be used to reveal changes in
behavior of̂ f mjet& in the axial direction. Plots ofVm j /V, are
shown in Fig. 9 for ReD516 200, 22 700, and 29 200, and fo
both x/D and Rx/l axial scaling. The plot ofVm j /V for

FIG. 8. Ensemble-averaged mixed jet fluid fraction,^ f mjet&, for ~a! ReD

516 200 and~b! ReD529 200.
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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3419Phys. Fluids, Vol. 13, No. 11, November 2001 Experimental study of the mixing transition
ReD516 200 remains relatively constant atVm j /V'0.3 for a
certain axial distance, drops suddenly at aboutx/D'2, then
remains nearly constant atVm j /V'0.23. Note that this sud
den drop corresponds to the typical location of the first p
ing for ReD516 200, and may be partially due to the co-flo
fluid engulfment that occurs during pairing@see Fig. 3~a!,
third and fourth images,x/D'3#. SinceVm j /V measures the
average mixed jet fluid volume fraction rather than the av
age total mixed fluid volume fraction, co-flow fluid engul
ment leads to a drop inVm j /V. Koochesfahani and
Dimotakis,20 for example, found a similar drop in high-spee
fluid concentration but an increase in total mixed fluid duri
the mixing transition. In addition to co-flow fluid engulf
ment, the drop inVm j /V is consistent with the appearance
low f mjet secondary structures on the co-flow boundary of
shear layer.

By comparison with these trends at ReD516 200, the
profiles at ReD522 700 and 29 200 have shorter initial r
gions of constantVm j /V, since vortex roll-up has alread
taken place prior tox/D51, but a similar drop inVm j /V is
seen near the typical location of the first vortex pairing
ReD522 700 and 29 200. Thus, whenVm j /V is plotted in
terms ofRx/l in Fig. 10~b!, the location of this drop nearly
coincides for all Reynolds numbers at 5.4,Rx/l,6.

The growth of the65% ^ f mjet& shear layer width,d/D,
is plotted in Fig. 10 for ReD516 200 and 29 200 using bot
the x/D and Rx/l axial scaling. The collapse of the pre

FIG. 9. Mixed jet fluid volume fraction plotted along~a! the axial coordi-
nate,x/D, and~b! the pairing parameter,Rx/l.
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pairing profiles ofd/D vs Rx/l in Fig. 10~b! is remarkable,
and indicates that the pairing parameter provides the ap
priate length scale in the region dominated by Kelvin
Helmholtz rollers (Rx/l,6). The divergence of the post
pairing profile of d/D vs Rx/l in Fig. 10~b! is also
remarkable, in that it indicates that a fundamental shift in
nature of the mixing process has occurred (Rx/l.6). The
nearly co-linear profiles ofd/D vs x/D in the post-pairing
region of Fig. 10~a! suggest that the mixing process after t
first pairing is, in fact, turbulent in nature. Thex-dependence
and co-linearity occur becaused}R(x2xo) under turbulent
conditions, wherexo is the virtual origin, andR5(1
2r )/(11r ) is nearly identical for all the Reynolds numbe
in the current investigation~see Table I!. The onset of turbu-
lence after the first vortex pairing event agrees with the
sults of Huang and Ho,7 who found that random fine eddie
are first detected during the first pairing, and with Moser a
Rogers,8 who found that the breakdown to small-scales
transitional Reynolds numbers begins as streamwise vort
are engulfed into the first pairing structure.

It is somewhat surprising to find that the radial positio
of the mixing layers for ReD516 200 and 29 200 collaps
when scaled withRx/l, as shown in Fig. 11. The radia
position of the shear layer, as defined here, simply tracks
radial position of the peak̂f mjet& at each axial location. Fig-
ure 11 indicates that the shear layer moves slightly outw
in the near-exit region. NearRx/l56, the outward move-

FIG. 10. Mixing layer width plotted along~a! the axial coordinate,x/D, and
~b! the pairing parameter,Rx/l.
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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3420 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 13, No. 11, November 2001 Meyer, Dutton, and Lucht
ment ends, and the shear layer begins to move inward.
The fact that the radial position of the shear layer in F

11 does scale withRx/l may, in fact, reveal an importan
feature in the evolution of the mixing layer after the mixin
transition. The instantaneous images discussed in the p
ous section were found to have a multi-layered structure
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, the jet side of the shear laye
typically composed of large primary structures of highf mjet,
while the co-flow side is frequently composed of large str
tures of lowf mjet. The latter were also referred to as secon
ary structures with lower scalar dissipation outlines in Fig
Since the radial position of the shear layer measures the
sition of the peak value of̂f mjet&, it will therefore be depen-
dent on the inner or primary structures. As noted in the sc
dissipation maps of Fig. 4, braid regions appear to exist
yond the mixing transition, suggesting organized motion s
ject to a Kelvin–Helmholtz-type instability. These prima
structures may, therefore, maintain their dependence on
tial instabilities longer than the secondary structures. Inde
braid regions have been found in self-similar turbulent m
ing layers19 and turbulent jets,30 as well, and have bee
shown to be affected by upstream disturbances such
tripping18 and forcing.19

The instantaneous images indicate, on the other h
that the secondary structures are composed of fluid that
been ejected from the primary structures, perhaps during
tex pairing and other large-scale interactions. An example

FIG. 11. Average radial position of the mixing layer plotted along~a! the
axial coordinate,x/D, and~b! the pairing parameter,Rx/l.
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this is shown in the rightmost regions of RowsA and B in
Fig. 6~a!, in which the remnant tail of a paired structure wi
f mjet'0.3 seems ‘‘cut-off’’ from the main structure. Man
examples of such fluid ejections are visible in the maps
f mjet in Fig. 3. Hot-wire studies in a high-Reynolds numb
axisymmetric shear layer have shown that an azimu
mode structure, composed of streamwise vortices, deve
on the exterior of the shear layer that advects fluid into a
out of the shear layer.10 Because these streamwise vortic
are found on the outside of the layer, they are more slo
convected downstream and can exist for many passage
the primary structures. Sinced/D in Fig. 10 measures the
65% ^ f mjet& width of the shear layer, its axial growth wil
tend to be dependent on the growth of both the primary
such secondary structures.

D. Probability density functions

Probability density functions~PDFs! of the mixed-jet
fluid fraction, as defined by Eq.~6!, can be extremely valu-
able in detecting statistically relevant changes within
mixing layer. Unlike ensemble-averaged statistical qua
ties, which are subject to large-scale structure intermitten
PDF shapes show the likelihood of finding pure fluid~tagged
as 0 or 1!, indicate the range off mjet values found at a par
ticular location~by a narrow or broad shape!, and show the
most likely or preferredf mjet value at a particular location
~from the peak in the profile!. Note that because the resolu
tion of the imaging system~51 mm in-plane, 250mm out-of-
plane! is greater than the smallest diffusion length scale~see
Table I!, values of f mjet give the amount of molecularly
mixed fluid averaged over a pixel. Since the relative reso
tion varied by less than a factor of two within the imag
region for all conditions~see Table I!, PDFs of f mjet from 2
32 binned images were compared with PDFs from no
binned images to verify that changes in PDF shape and c
acter were attributable to changes in flowfield characterist
Note that pixel averaging precludes the measurement of
solute PDF shapes.

Figure 12 plots the PDF off mjet along the axial coordi-
nate for ReD516 200, 22 700, and 29 200 using 5%f mjet con-
centration bins~measurement uncertainty!, 250 mm spatial
bins ~limiting resolution!, and Rx/l scaling. In order to
avoid bias errors due to shear layer growth and movem
the axial path traced in the PDFs of Fig. 12 corresponds
the radial location of the peak̂f mjet& ~see Fig. 11!. The most
notable aspect of the PDFs of Fig. 12 is that the mixing la
seems to be composed of two main axial regions, the
with a preferredf mjet in the range of 0.75–0.8, and the se
ond in the range of 0.55–0.6~values determined from a top
view of PDFs plotted in Fig. 12!. This drop in the value of
the preferredf mjet is consistent with the drop inVm j /V
shown previously in Fig. 9. Figure 12 also shows that b
tween the two main axial regions, the PDFs become broa
meaning that a wider range off mjet values occurs in this
region. This is certainly consistent with the convoluted stru
tures and folding layers of high and lowf mjet seen in the
intermediate regions of the instantaneous images.

The transition from one axial region to the next in Fi
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 12. Evolution of axial probability density functions of mixed jet fluid fraction along the shear layer plotted against the pairing parameterRx/l,
at ~a! ReD516 200, ~b! ReD522 700, and~c! ReD529 200. The PDFs were determined at a radial location corresponding to the peak value of^ f mjet&
at each axial location.
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12 seems to begin after the first pairing (Rx/l.6) for all
three Reynolds numbers, which agrees with the small-s
transition detected in the ensemble-averaged statistics.
PDFs of Fig. 12, however, indicate that the transition ta
place over a region that ranges from the location of the fi
pairing and is complete by the second pairing (Rx/l'12).

Designating the location of the end of the mixing tran
tion, however, depends on the criterion used to define
transition. Studies in planar shear layers indicate, for
ample, that the scalar field is not fully developed until abo
Rx/l'2218 rather than atRx/l'12 as indicated by the
axial PDFs of Fig. 12. This conclusion in planar shear lay
was obtained by studying radial PDFs, however, which m
evolve differently than axial PDFs. Radial PDFs off mjet us-
ing 5% concentration bins and 250mm spatial bins are
shown in Fig. 13 for ReD516 200, 22 700, and 29 200, an
for Rx/l56, 9, 12, and 15. Note, first of all, that the PDF
for all three Reynolds numbers have similar structures a
common values ofRx/l. At Rx/l56, for example, the
PDFs remain at a constant preferredf mjet radially across the
entire mixing layer. This ‘‘stationary’’ PDF is indicative o
the large-scale roller structures that entrain pure fluid ac
the entire width of the mixing layer, and can also be expec
in the post-pairing structures that are in the process of
mogenizing those pure fluid layers. Note the significant
termittency during this stage is evident from the large val
of P( f mjet) at f mjet50 within the shear layer (0.4,r /D
,0.7).

At Rx/l59, which is in between initiation and comple
tion of the mixing transition, the radial PDFs are stationa
on the jet side~towardsr /D50!, but the occurrence of the
secondary structures noted in Fig. 4 becomes visible fr
the low values off mjet towards the co-flow side. This PD
behavior on the co-flow side is often referred to as march
since the peakf mjet value in the PDFs translates as o
moves in the radial direction. The existence of station
PDFs on the jet side and marching PDFs on the co-flow s
has been referred to as ‘‘hybrid’’ by Kinget al.,13 and as
Downloaded 04 Jan 2009 to 129.186.209.69. Redistribution subject to AI
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‘‘dual’’ by Karasso and Mungal.18 The radial PDFs of Fig. 13
are consistent with the location of the PDF shift cited
King et al.13 as occurring byRx/l'12– 14. Some evidence
of the PDF shift seems to appear as early asRx/l56 in
Figs. 13~a! and 13~c! at r /D'0.75, however and, along with
the axial PDFs of Fig. 12, seems to indicate that the mix
transition takes place in the region betweenRx/l56 and 12.
This agrees with the axial PDFs discussed above but dif
from the ensemble-averaged results, in which the transi
process seems to be very short and take place nearRx/l
56. The prominence of the marching behavior on the
flow side increases withRx/l until Rx/l515, as shown in
Fig. 13, and for PDFs beyondRx/l515 ~not shown in Fig.
13!. The radial PDFs indicate, therefore, that the prefer
f mjet in the shear layer is still changing in the radial directio
albeit slowly, well beyond the second pairing atRx/l'12.
This is not surprising given the results of Karasso a
Mungal,18 who found a similar evolution from stationary t
marching PDFs beyond the mixing transition. In defining t
location of the transition, however, it seems appropriate
identify the region in which the change in mixing behavior
‘‘sudden’’ and ‘‘dramatic,’’ and not on whether the
asymptotic PDF behavior has been attained. Thus, Figs
and 13 indicate that the most dramatic changes in PDF
havior occur between the first and second pairing atRx/l
56 and 12, respectively. This agrees with the mixing tran
tion reported by Breidenthal17 betweenRx/l58 – 12.

In interpreting the underlying shear layer structure
sponsible for the marching behavior on the co-flow side, i
important to reconcile the PDFs of Fig. 13 with the insta
taneous structures shown in Figs. 3–7. The stationary P
on the jet side certainly support the existence of homo
neous primary structures in this region. Note as well t
there is some degree of intermittency remaining on the
side at highRx/l that is indicative of the passage of bra
regions, as well as some intrusion of pure fluid within t
primary structures on the jet side of the mixing layer.

On the other hand, the seemingly homogeneous na
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 13. Evolution of radial probability density functions of mixed jet fluid fraction,f mjet , for ReD516 200, 22 700, and 29 200 at axial locations of~a!–~c!
Rx/l56, ~d!–~f! Rx/l59, ~g!–~i! Rx/l512, and~j!–~l! Rx/l515.
ste
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of the secondary structures, shown in Fig. 4 and manife
in the multi-level profiles of Figs. 6 and 7, seems to cont
dict the marching PDF behavior on the co-flow side. Ho
ever, if the secondary structures have intermittent radial
sitions, the multi-level profiles in Figs. 6 and 7~RowsC and
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d
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D! will be smoothed and will result in marching rather tha
stationary statistics. In addition, PDFs that march to a p
ferred f mjet50 on the co-flow side of the mixing layer indi
cate that the secondary structures undergo small-s
gradient-like turbulent diffusion with the co-flow fluid.
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King et al.13 found hybrid radial PDF behavior similar t
that shown in Fig. 13 at Reynolds numbers up to RD

510 000, although with a significantly reduced radial exte
of the jet-side stationary PDF region. This indicates that
primary structures on the jet side of the mixing layer ma
tain their pre-transition homogeneous composition for a s
nificant downstream distance, but turbulent small-scale m
ing with secondary structures decreases the radial exten
the homogeneous regions beyond the mixing transition. P
fluid intrusions and continual homogenization on the jet s
of the mixing layer, on the other hand, help maintain a sm
degree of stationary PDF behavior well beyond the mix
transition.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The location and nature of the mixing transition prior
the end of the jet potential core in initially laminar, hig
Reynolds number axisymmetric jets were studied using
stantaneous images of molecularly mixed-jet fluid fractio
Maps of scalar dissipation were used to highlight the con
luted diffusion layers in the transitional large-scale stru
tures, and the jet fluid mixing efficiency was used to det
mine the location and extent of subresolution stirrin
Ensemble averages and probability density functions w
used to measure changes in the mixing layer composi
that are indicative of a transition to small-scale mixin
These changes include a 20%–25% drop in the mixed
fluid volume fraction, a sudden change in the growth rate
the shear layer, and a 30%–35% drop in the preferred mix
jet fluid fraction.

In addition to viewing the mixing transition on a qual
tative basis, instantaneous images also helped in the phy
interpretation of the statistical quantities. The instantane
images revealed that the mixing transition initiates an in
nal cascade of scales within pairing vortices, and also
tiates the ejection of mixed fluid of varying concentratio
away from the shear layer toward the co-flow fluid strea
The composition downstream of the mixing transition, the
fore, consists of primary structures that remain on the in
face with the jet fluid stream and secondary structures on
exterior of the mixing layer. The primary structures mainta
a mixed-jet fluid fraction at 75% of the pre-transition level
f mjet50.8, and seem to entrain pure jet fluid partially into t
shear layer downstream of the mixing transition. The seco
ary structures have a typical mixed-jet fluid fraction at 25
of the pre-transition level. This results in a radial probabil
density function of mixed-jet fluid fraction beyond the mi
ing transition that is stationary near the jet core and march
towards the co-flow.

Ensemble averages and probability density functio
were also used to determine statistically the location of
mixing transition. The mixing layer was found to undergo
dramatic transition to smaller scales and higher mixing a
downstream location determined by the initial instabil
wavelength and velocity ratio. The appropriate nondim
sional axial scaling was thus confirmed to be the pair
parameter,Rx/l. Ensemble-averaged statistics indicated t
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the location of the mixing transition begins nearRx/l56, or
shortly after the first vortex pairing, for all Reynolds numb
cases studied.

In addition, probability density functions off mjet in the
axial direction indicated, from a shift in the preferredf mjet

value, that the mixing transition continues until the seco
pairing at aboutRx/l512 for all Reynolds numbers studied
This shift in the preferredf mjet provides the strongest indica
tion of the initiation and completion of the sudden and d
matic transition to small mixing scales. Radial probabil
density functions confirmed that the location of the mixi
transition occurs between the first and second pairings
Rx/l56 and 12, respectively. By comparison, previous
vestigations in planar shear layers predict that pairing occ
earlier with respect toRx/l,7 but that the mixing transition
occurs similarly fromRx/l58 – 12.17 Finally, in agreement
with previous investigations,13,16 an evolution in mixed-fluid
PDFs from stationary to hybrid behavior is observed beyo
the mixing transition.
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